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What causes the unstoppable enthusiasm of fans of Apple, IKEA, Harley-Davidson, Southwest, Sappos and Patagonia? Why is everyone talking about a restaurant, a car, a group or a dry cleaner - and why are other businesses and products ignored? Why are some products becoming huge successes without a penny of promotion - and
why are some multimillion-dollar advertising campaigns overlooked? In this book, word of mouth expert Andy Sernovitz will walk you through exactly how companies and causes of all sizes create passionate, loyal fans who do their marketing for them, for free. We're going to get specific: where to start, what to do, and how to make it
successful. You will learn how to use word of mouth to make your company more profitable, how to spend less on marketing, and how to make your customers happier. You will learn how to be what wonderful company people want to share with their friends. 4 Rules of Word of Mouth Marketing 3 Reasons People Talk About You 8
Detailed Case Study Five Ts Word of Mouth Marketing 6 Big Ideas: Deep Stuff That Changes Marketing How to Identify Your Most Likely Heads How to Get Customers to Leave More Reviews 4 Elements of a Great Gogouner Program How to Create Content That Can Go Viral 4 Protection From Negative Word how to Join an Online
Conversation As to Join an Online Conversation plus dozens of stories and real-world examples of how businesses, both large and small, are excited and talking about them. No one knows by word of mouth (good, bad and measurable) better than Andy Sernovitz. - Peter Fader, Professor of Wharton School of Business Andy unites him
perfectly: vision, strategy, and practical how-to. It's all here. - Jeff Ramsey, CEO, eMarketer It's brief. It's elementary. It's obvious. But the truth is often there. Read this book to relearn what you've always known just in time to change your business life. - Bob Garfield, co-host of NPR's Media Sernovitz has managed to achieve a fairly rare
twofer in providing a simple, tactical guide that anyone can use to improve their communications efforts, while at the same time sketching a whole new philosophy for marketers and advertisers around the world. Oh, and the guy has fun anecdotes and readable style too. Seriously, I know you're bored stupid with all these marketing texts,
and so am I, but it's worth your time. - Jonah Bloom, Executive Editor, Advertising Age Fast, Practical and extremely helpful guide to word of mouth marketing. - Emanuel Rosen, author of The Anatomy of Buzz The Great Book about WOM. It's beautifully written. - Jack Trout, author of Positioning: The Battle for Your Mind and 22
Immutable Marketing Laws Andy has written a book that shows how easy it is to get people About about Business. You should read this book and then tell a friend. - Brad Santeler, Kimberly-Clark Easy to agree that word of mouth is important. But it's time to become students, how it works and why it's so valuable to our customers. Start or
continue your journey by reading this book. - Bob Pearson, Dell This book for Gladwell's Turning Point as Engineering is Physics. If you want to understand the deep sociological theories underlying interpersonal communication, this is not the book for you. If you want to understand how to use interpersonal communication to run your
business, then buy this book. - David Gods, associate professor at Harvard Business School Another must-read if you are at all interested in word-of-mouth marketing. - Mark Hughes, author of Buzzmarketing Andy's approach is practical, affordable, and, best of all, ethical. Don't spend your money on mass marketing: Spend it on this
book and start talking people. - Greg Stielstra, author of PyroMarketing Download great, free views you can use right away. It all comes down to one big idea. You have two ways to get your message out there: love or money. Of course, you can buy advertising - which pays people to talk about you. But you always pay, every once, for all.
But you always pay, every once, for all. When you earn by word of mouth, however, people talk about love, not money. And this love grows and builds over time. Your customer purchase costs are starting to fall as your fans and followers attract new customers for free. And big companies reinvest these savings in more reason to talk,
which starts to snowball into the unrivalled competitive advantage that carries them through the good times and the bad. You can learn to earn the trust, respect and advice of your customers. You can excite them with amazing service, blow their minds up with wonderful experiences, and inspire them to tell the world about you. You can
have amazing word of mouth. P.S. Check out our blog over WordofMouth.org for great ideas inspired by the book that we share every day. P.P.S. Get a newsletter, too! Every week we deliver simple, word-of-mouth tips you can use to get more people talking about you. Andy Bio Andy Sernovitz teaches word of mouth marketing. He's the
New York Times bestselling author of Word Mouth Marketing: How Smart Companies Get People Talking, which teaches you how to rally fans for your business, your art, or your cause. He is the founder of a word of mouth movement that teaches companies to earn the respect and advice of their customers. Why? Because companies
that understand this material are more open, transparent, honest and kind. It's about one big idea: companies that make people happy, Successful. Andy Sernowitz creates organizations that help help each other. His company GasPedal creates peer-to-peer communities for people leading meaningful change in the world's largest
companies. It works SocialMedia.org, a community for social media leaders in the world's greatest brands, and WordofMouth.org where marketers and entrepreneurs learn to be great by word of mouth marketing. Andy taught word-of-mouth marketing at Northwestern University and Internet Entrepreneurship at the Wharton School of
Business. He is a serial entrepreneur who founded and advises many startups and non-profit organizations. And he's a rabid purist on the topic of marketing ethics. His fantastic blog is called Damn, I wish I had thought about it! ( ). Andy is the CEO of GasPedal, which operates SocialMedia.org and SocialMedia.org Healthcare. Andy
Sernovitz's blog blog and newsletter, Damn, I wish I had thought about it!, full of extraordinarily useful ideas borrowed from smart marketers. Great marketing is about brains, not bucks. The best business ideas are easy to make, inexpensive, and fun. Learn to simplify your business, earn by word of mouth, and thrill your customers.
Photos of Andy 150, 300, and 1500 Book 150, 300, and 1500 Andy'book 150, 300, and 1500 © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its branch questions, to ask someone to find out why they don't take control of their health: Have you ever promised or permission to get in shape, but failed? If you didn't succeed, did you, because you just
didn't know where to start? Do you find it difficult to stick to a diet because you are not sure if it works or not? At the time Of RemarkableFind super simple message and help people share them customize the watch message from Saturn Cars was wonderful - Saturn sent his email list just to remind you of the questions to ask someone to
find out why they didn't take control of their health: Have you ever promised or a resolution to get in shape but failed? If you didn't succeed, did you, because you just didn't know where to start? Do you find it difficult to stick to a diet because you are not sure if it works or not? At the time RemarkableFind super simple message and help
people share it to customize the watch message from Saturn Cars was wonderful - Saturn sent his email list a simple reminder of daylight saving time. No one tells their friends about the doughnuts you can buy at the gas station. People lined up and drove 4 miles to get fresh Krispy Cream doughnuts. Good Topics: Portable repetitive
ideas one person can replicate successfully. Hey! JetBlue has a TV!!! You should try Kew, his Kew. Can you believe what Kew is doing? There's nothing better than a kew for Kew! Ask yourself honestly: Will anyone tell your friend about it? Phone - If you play a phone with your theme, it comes back recognizable? Or does it come back
like it's some kind of thing that does something for the people who do When you find the WOMM strategy you get excited about, you've probably just found one that will work. (I was really stoked about the pre-release help card, and the people who used it told me it was a great idea and very, very helpful. When discussing the user
experience, the speaker said it's not a good question because it suggests they're googling or searching the internet to solve their problem. don't think about it. pleasereply@domain.com donotreply@domain.com less leading questions to find out what words they can use when looking for a solution to their problem. YOUR WORK A: Find
people who love to talk about you! Thank you to your goals LIBERALLY, and publicly. They will be grateful for the opportunity to talk to you about you and will be very surprised when they are actually thanked for it. Talker profile - (see image): Targeted busy customers, not high spending or long-term. Denial in is the best measure of
participation - newsletter, forums, etc. the unfortunate client speaks of five people. unfortunate customer you keep says ten. How to make your customers feel like the best: Detection, Protection, Respect Demand Disclosure. People want to know who they are dealing with: in general, dealing with a representative of the company is viewed
positively, so don't mask that !----sop for new accounts every day, and personally email themyour the best goner can be your newest customer - that's when we ASK FOR REFERRAL! They're in the honeymoon period where you can't stop talking about how amazing your product is to callop before they see all the warts. Give them a free
friend coupon in the emailEdit registration page to confirm the order to reflect this principle. Merch and Swagzazzle.com for T-shirts and other branded merch. People want to feel connected - give them branded merch, events, etc. Give the swag to people, but give them 10 times more than they will use (so they can connect their friends
too). A tag the size of a card trading with me online, an accredited trader. The bridge is digital and physical. Let users subscribe to a profile that connects all their accounts - ebay, pucatrade, FB, Twitter, cardshark, tcg player (Looking back, not sure how necessary it is, but the more ways in which their social circles are connected to our
site, the better.) Tee ShirtsStickersWhat we can put on 2.5 x 3.5 cards, people will actually use? Handout for RTR Prerelease (WOM happens 80% of the line) - put something in their hands!!! do this with the RTR help card --kbr Cool Kids Clubs' accredited trader program/VIP/Ambassador?? Create a PLEDGE. PLEDGE. still get a holiday
card from a senator I volunteered for 20 years ago. Send things in the mail snails to subscribers . You will BLOW THEIR MINDS. Do we collect addresses when we register? I've just included an additional collection of addresses, but I'm not sure it will hurt conversions. If so, is it worth it anyway? --kbre Subsequent rates: The conversion
rate does not appear to be negative, if at all. end users have decided to give us their addresses. Can we get away with demanding this? THROW REALLY GOOD PARTIES. Always say yes to a volunteer - make sure you have a SET ASIDE job for them. Make them an expert in your product. Gowlers live on a diet of information.
Barbershop Networks - using the tradition of channels of male discourse to discuss the sensitive, embarrassing but important issue (prostate cancer and exams) we could do so with the owners of LGS - a smart trading network. Game shop owners know the value of their community, and when someone gets ripped off in a trade, especially
new players, their community weakens as a result. Shopkeepers like to encourage fair trade between people in their store, and providing them with tools to help teach their customers this strengthens their community, and thus the whole game. It also gives us brand awareness on the ground at the local store where players may not know
that we exist, but there is a need for our product. 2nd degreeNewsletter Names should whip up your eyes and get things directed How to be a magic trade super genius. WHO IS OUR NEWSLETTERS? We know? If not, then the mail chimpanzees tell us? If not, should we switch to another package like Weber? Constant contact? Crazy
Mimi? Write the newsletters for the guy that our guys forward his not the original rejection of the guy. Suppose the recipient is not a SUBSCRIBER, but wants to be. Create a form that allows people to invite friends to SOMETHINGPut TELL A FRIEND in SIGNUP EMAIL!!!!! (DONE --kbr) Rewarding genuine exchange behavior will
cheapen it and make it clunky - NO REFERRAL $$$$If my friend finds out I'm getting paid for it he'll lose confidence in me! Find reviews you have not asked for, link to them and then get permission to publish. Make a list or page or archive of all the reviews you can find and then pay attention to where and when you use them. Build a
review request in all communicationSharing Content EasyMOAR YOUTUBE VIDEO, you can easily request sealed copies of almost any magical product I want from PR, videotape myself excitedly on the boxing package and get unreasonably excited about the content. It's not latest news or journalism, but that's something that people will
share, especially if I get it right on the release date. Publish industry documents and encourage sharing. Exchange. the company must put a week (?) theme (newsletter?) in their signature email! Not sure if this applies to my company, but others in SLP may find this idea useful. Added link below articles that allow users to email friends



easily --kbr tell-friend buttons! If anyone wants to talk, HELP them to do it. One user asked us on the forums if we could provide an easy way to print articles for online use. The requester may not have known about it, but it can also be a great way for people to share our work offline. Conversations Elsewheregoogle blog search to find a
post about the cop we did not know. track every conversation about your brand online and PARTICIPATE. MTG Rescue Forums seem decisive, as they have a whole piece of advice on trading and selling cards. Some Resourcesgaspedal.com, wordofmouthbook.com, damniwish.com, zazzle.comemerson note - viral visualizer -
googlemaps Mashupemerson note - Can we put Easter eggs on our website?? Emerson Spartz says - The difference between you and everyone else who will read this book is that you will view it all through the prism of your business and actually act on advice for your business. ACTIONABLES-WP plug-in to allow writers to make easy
calls in articles (Min imum Viable Prediction Tracker). This will probably be an extension of the software I am currently building, which will require me to build in a virtual functionality portfolio. The database already has a field to mark whether the card actually belongs to the user or a virtual quote, meaning it is in a fantasy portfolio. This is
not the best way to deal with the problem, and it should be handled by a separate portfolio system that sellette sells cards in batches, rather than having to make the cards in their collection curable or unseaped. ... More... More andy sernovitz word of mouth marketing pdf
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